# Toddler Lesson Plan

**Activity:** Trikes and scooters  
**Child:** Chloe 2 1/2 Yrs

| Week 1 | Comments/Observations:  
Chloe sits on the trike using her feet to push her along. Chloe smiles and then says "push". |
|--------|------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
| Week 2 | Comments/Observations:  
Chloe runs towards the scooter, moving the scooter along. Chloe then steps onto it then steps off. Then sits on it smiling. |
| Week 3 | Comments/Observations:  
Chloe climbs onto the trike. Then places her feet onto the pedals. Then she presses the pedals a little and moves slowly. |
| Week 4 | Comments/Observations:  
Chloe tries to step with both feet onto the scooter but tips off. She then tries again and falls over. |

**Summary:**

Chloe enjoyed getting onto the trike and clearly found using her feet to pedal lots of fun. She still needed a push to get going sometimes. She has not yet mastered the scooter but it will not be long.